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QUESTION 1

How many management IP addresses are required on a single XtremIO storage controller? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.openstack.org/juno/config-reference/content/XtremIO-cinder-driver.html#xtremiomanagement-
ip 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to design an Oracle solution for a customer. Which XtremIO best practices should be used in Oracle
environments? 

A. Use a 512 byte LUN sector size for databases. Use Eager Zeroed Thick formatting for ESXi 

B. Use a 4 kB LUN sector size for databases. Use Lazy Zeroed Thick formatting for ESXi 

C. Align data on 4 kB boundaries. Use Thin formatting on ESXi 

D. Align data on 4 kB boundaries. Use Lazy Zeroed Thick formatting on ESXi 

Correct Answer: A 

The default setting for XtremIO volumes is 512e. It is recommended not to alter this in order to use 4K Advanced Format
for Oracle Database deployments. There are no performance ramifications when using 512e volumes in conjunction
with an Oracle database. On the contrary, 4K Advanced Format is rejected by many elements of the Oracle and Linux
operating system stack. 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h13497-oracle-best-practices-xtremio-wp.pdf, page 20 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a group of applications that need storage which can provide low response times. The total I/O
requirements are 75,000 IOPs with a 4 kB block size. They will have 500 LUNs and need to keep 30 daily snapshots of
each LUN. 

What is the smallest XtremIO configuration that will meet their needs? 

A. 1 cluster with 2 X-Bricks 

B. 1 cluster with 4 X-Bricks 
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C. 2 clusters with 1 X-Brick each 

D. 2 clusters with 2 X-Bricks each 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has a large ESX server environment they are considering deploying to XtremIO for a VDI implementation.
To determine a baseline of the environment, you are proceeding with documenting each server\\'s CPU, NIC, and disk
utilization statistics. The customer has provided you with direct CLI access to the servers to conduct this assessment. 

Which utility should be used to monitor these performance parameters? 

A. esxtop 

B. resxtop 

C. top 

D. iostat 

Correct Answer: B 

resxtop is a command to retrieve performance statistics. This command is included in vSphere command line interface
(CLI) and is part of the vSphere Management Assistant (vMA), which is an equivalent to esxtop that runs only inside an
ESX service console. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: esxtop runs only inside an ESX service console. 

D: Use the iostat command to report statistics about disk input and output, and to produce measures of throughput,
utilization, queue lengths, transaction rates, and service time. 

References: www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu5265.pdf, page 22 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to design a VDI solution for a customer. Which best practices should be used for VDI environments? 

A. Align data on 4 kB boundaries. Put persona and user data on XtremIO LUNs 

B. Align data on 4 kB boundaries. Allocate multiple XtremIO LUNs to each host 

C. Align data on 8 kB boundaries. Put the master VM image on an XtremIO LUN 

D. Align data on 8 kB boundaries. Put all VDI-related data on one large LUN 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 6

Based on XtremIO Data Protection, how many dedicated hot spare disks per X-Brick are required? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 3 

Correct Answer: A 

XtremIO Data Protection (XDP) doesn\\'t require any configuration, nor does it need hot spare drives. Insteadit uses "hot
spaces" ?free space in the array. 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h13036-wp-xtremio-data-protection.pdf , page 23 

 

QUESTION 7

Based on XtremIO best practice, which byte sector size should be used for volumes hosting Oracle database files? 

A. 256 

B. 512 

C. 1024 

D. 4096 

Correct Answer: D 

Architecting a database on an All Flash Array (AFA) like EMC\\'s XtremIO is best done by reviewing practices to
optimize I/O performance. One consideration is the use of Advanced Format and how it impacts the performance of the
database Redo logs. Advanced Format refers to a new physical sector size of 4096 bytes (4KB) replacing original 512
byte standard. 

References: https://community.emc.com/community/connect/everything_oracle/blog/2014/07/18/xtremiobest-practices-
advanced-format-512e-and-native-modes 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has recently deployed an XtremIO 20 TB two X-Brick cluster to run an existing instance of Oracle RAC
previously leveraging VNX for back-end storage. The application environment uses a block size of 1 MB. Multiple tables
are in use with the PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY variable set to AUTO. 

The customer wants your help with tuning the DB_FILE_MULTIBLOCK_READ_COUNT parameter for best
performance with XtremIO. Which values should be recommended for tuning the
DB_FILE_MULTIBLOCK_READ_COUNT parameter in the Oracle RAC environment? 

A. 8 or 16 
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B. 24 or 32 

C. 64 or 128 

D. 256 or 512 

Correct Answer: C 

Oracle Database performs I/O on data files in multiples of the database block size (db_block_size), which is 8KB by
default. The default Oracle Database block size is optimal on XtremIO. XtremIO supports larger block sizes as well. In
the case of multiblock I/O (e.g., table/index scans with access method full), one should tune the Oracle Database
initialization parameter db_file_multiblock_read_count to limit the requests to 128KB. Therefore, the formula for
db_file_multiblock_read_count is: db_file_multiblock_read_count = 128KB / db_block_size 

In our case the block size is 1 MB, so the formula db_file_multiblock_read_count is 1 MB/ 8KB = 1024/8 = 128 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h13497-oracle-best-practices-xtremio-wp.pdf, page 21 

 

QUESTION 9

A storage administrator is configuring SAN switches and zoning to connect an eight X-Brick XtremIO array. A VMware
ESXi server is hosted on a blade chassis with 16 HBA ports. In addition, the SAN is composed of two separate SAN
switches. 

What is the recommended XtremIO best practice for zoning? 

A. Two HBA connections per host connected to a single switch Multiple initiators/multiple targets per zone Maximum of
4 paths for each LUN per zone 

B. Connect a single storage controller to the first switch Connect a second storage controller to the second switch Single
initiator/multiple targets per zone Maximum of 6 paths for each LUN per zone 

C. Connect all N1 storage controllers to the first switch Connect N2 storage controllers to the second switch Multipath all
host ports to single LUNs per zone Maximum of 4 paths for each LUN per zone 

D. Multiple HBA connections per host Single initiator/single target per zone Maximum of 2 paths to each X-Brick for
each initiator Each host connected to each SAN switch 

Correct Answer: B 

In an environment where a host with two HBAs (VMware Best Practice) is connected to two fabrics and storage array
with two Storage Controllers (EMC VNX, for example) the host will have four paths to a LUN: 2 Controllers x 2 HBAs = 4
paths 

If you go to the extreme and configure your XtremIO with eight X-Brick, you have 16 controllers. Again, two HBAs per
host and the max number of LUNs you can attach to an ESXi host will be 32... I understand, different OS\\'es may have
different limits than VMware and this logic will not be applicable. 

If you have hit the limit of 1024 paths per host (1024 / 4 controllers / 2 HBAs = 128 LUNs) and need to provision more
LUNs, the best way will be to re-zone the host to limit the number of X-Bricks / Controllers the host HBA can connect to. 

The following diagram displays the logical connection topology for 4 paths. 
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Incorrect Answers: 

D: Eliminate single-initiator to single-target zones. 

References: http://vstrong.info/2015/11/18/vmware-host-zoning-for-multi-x-brick-emc-xtremio-storagearray/ 

 

QUESTION 10

Which level of granularity does XtremIO deduplication run? 

A. Variable 8 kB 

B. Variable 32 kB 

C. Fixed 8 kB 

D. Fixed 32 kB 

Correct Answer: C 

EMC XtremIO(All-Flash) : SAN, inline deduplication, 8K fixed chunk size; 

References: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/deduplication-fake-reality-mike-uzan 

 

QUESTION 11

Which operation is performed when an XtremIO Snapshot is created? 

A. Pointers to the ancestor metadata are created for the snapshot 

B. Space equal to the size of the ancestor is allocated to the snapshot 
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C. A reserved space is created for new snapshot data 

D. A deduplication pass is immediately run against the snapshot 

Correct Answer: A 

When a snap is created, the following steps occur: 1) Two empty containers are created in-memory 2) Snapshot SCSI
personality is pointing to the new snapshot sub-node 3) The SCSI personality which the host is using, is linked to the
second node in the internal data tree 

References: EMC RECOVERPOINT REPLICATION OF XTREMIO, Understanding the essentials of RecoverPoint Snap-
based replication for XtremIO, page 8 https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/ h14296-wp-recoverpoint-replication-
of-xtremio.pdf 

 

QUESTION 12

You are designing an XtremIO solution for a potential customer. If the server and storage information is available, which
information should be documented regarding the customer\\'s capacity expectations? 

A. Capacity requirements on a per data center basis Expandability/scalability Performance requirements determined on
a server-to-server basis 

B. Capacity requirements on a per volume basis Expandability/scalability Performance requirements determined on a
server-to-server basis 

C. Capacity requirements on a per volume basis Compression rates/scalability Performance requirements determined
on a server-to-server basis 

D. Capacity requirements on a per data center basis Expandability/scalability Performance requirements determined
holistically 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

What is a characteristic of the XtremIO Snapshot feature? 

A. Snapshots may be deleted in any order 

B. Snapshots can only be deleted in reverse creation order 

C. Only one snapshot may be created or deleted at a time 

D. Snapshots can be restored 

Correct Answer: D 

Any copy in the hierarchy tree can be deleted without effecting the parents or children. 

Incorrect Answers: B: Deleting a snapshot in the middle of the tree triggers an asynchronous process. This process
merges the metadata of the deleted entity\\'s children with that of their grandparents. This ensures that the tree structure
is not fragmented. 
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C: It is possible to create copies of the production volumes in order to protect against logical data corruption. Multiple
copies can be created over a short interval in order to provide a fine RecoverPoint Objective (RPO) in a cyclic manner
(a superior RPO to a backup). 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h13035-wp-introduction-to-xtremiosnapshots.pdf, page 14 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer is interested in transitioning their traditional infrastructure to the Cloud by implementing ViPR software-
defined storage in an XtremIO environment. Which capabilities will EMC ViPR software-defined storage provide to
XtremIO? 

A. Delivers SaaS Centralized management and monitoring Chargeback and billing capabilities 

B. Chargeback reporting capability Centralizes reactive monitoring capability Policy-driven configuration management 

C. Automatically grows storage volumes Slows growth of data Centralized auto-deletes of aging files 

D. Creates virtual storage pools Automates disaster recovery Replaces chargeback capabilities 

Correct Answer: A 

EMC ViPR Controller is a software-defined storage platform that abstracts, pools and automates a data center\\'s
underlying physical storage infrastructure. It provides data center administrators with a single control plane for
heterogeneous storage systems. 

ViPR enables software-defined data centers by providing features including: 

* Comprehensive and customizable platform reporting capabilities that include capacity metering, chargeback, and
performance monitoring through the included ViPR SolutionPack 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 60 

 

QUESTION 15

Based on best practice, what is the maximum number of paths a host should have to an XtremIO volume? 

A. 4 

B. 8 

C. 16 

D. 32 

Correct Answer: C 

The recommended maximum number of paths to storage ports per host is 16 as per the table below. 
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References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h14475-wp-xtremio-brocade-best-practices.pdf?
isPublic=false , page 12 
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